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Abstract

In searching under incomplete information, the utilities or
probabilities of the alternative candidates and branches may
be available only in intervals instead of precise numbers.
Thus interval comparison becomes a key point in search
control. This paper introduces, reviews and examines the
techniques which compare the intervals exploiting the
available information. We also discuss when these
techniques can and should be used and give an example of
applying a specialized interval ranking mechanism for a
scheduling problem. Through this paper we would like to
link the interval computation and especially interval
comparison into the search community as a considerable
issue and helpful techniques for search control under
uncertainty and incomplete information.

1. Introduction

Computation time in the problems that involve search such
as optimization, planning, or scheduling is always a subject
to minimize. When the given data is incomplete that not
only enlarges the search space and therefore increases the
searching time but also causes a new problem of estimating
indefinite quantities. In many cases, it is the problem of
ranking intervals (I 8,23,34,35,16,22).

When the incomplete data is given initially in intervals
instead of precise numbers, the interval comparison
techniques are needed for comparing the inexact values -
intervals, defining the "best" ones. Thus interval
processing including calculation and comparison can help
to embed the existing search methods, which have been
designed for the precise numbers, into the environment
with incomplete information.

The interval processing techniques remain useful even
for many searching problems with complete data. In order
to decrease searching time, the search is carried out at
abstract or high levels (8-19,15,21,26,27,36), where search
space is divided into regions and each alternative is a
branch or group of candidates instead of a single variant.
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Consequently, the utility or probability of an alternative
extends to some interval. If we are able to rank these
intervals then we can refine the search, lead it to the
"good" region or prune it from the "bad" branches.
Therefore, interval comparison becomes one of the helpful
control techniques to improve the search.

The idea of dividing the search space into parts with
estimation in intervals has been proposed in many papers.
However, in those works, which address directly search
problems, not many interval comparison schemes have
been discovered and applied except the traditional methods
such as optimistic: maximax (larger if upper bound is
larger) and pessimistic: maximin (larger if lower bound 
larger). Even less work is done in studying how to use the
other available information besides the two bounders of the
intervals to sort them. While, indeed, the works on how to
estimate and order intervals are hidden or mixed in the
papers of different areas such as fuzzy numbers (7,2,3),
multi-value algebra (20), continuous logic (32,33), control
in real-time systems (6,22), and interval computation
(14,17,19).

Therefore, this paper attempts to gather the techniques
of interval comparison from the outside fields and to
represent them as a unique issue in searching under
uncertainty and incomplete data.

The next section describes how intervals derive from
incomplete data and uncertainty giving a classification of
intervals based on the kind and amount of available
information. Section 3 introduces, reviews and analyzes
the available interval techniques which compare the
intervals exploiting the accessible data. Then, in section 4
we discus when and how these techniques can and should
be used. In order to show how much interval processing
can help search we examine an example which uses a
specialized interval comparison mechanism for a
scheduling problem in section 5. Finally, challenges and
further research are discussed in section 6.

2. From Incompleteness and Uncertainty to

Intervals

In human conversations we usually say "I’ll see you after
about 2 weeks", meaning 14 days with some tolerance A, 2
days for example, or "the bus arrives between 7h00-8h00"
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rather than "... after exactly 14 days" or "...precisely at
7h30". Even though we could have a careful plan for the
next two weeks and there could be a schedule for the bus,
instead of the two precise numbers X=I4 and Y=7h30 we
have to use the intervals [X-A,X+A]=[12-16] and [Ya,Yb]=
[7,8] to represent the outcomes of our plan and of the
schedule. In the first case, that may be because we are not
certain on some details in our plan. In the second case, it
might be caused by having not complete information about
the bus arrive time.

In engineering systems and scientific computation, when
the information is incomplete or damaged, intervals are the
best way to represent the data with noise or the roughly
estimated data. When the computation models involve
uncertainty, intervals are used to bound the enlarged
outcomes.

In reasoning with uncertainty, the probability takes
advantage in representing the degrees of our belief.
However, in many cases, even probability itself is given or
available only in intervals instead of precise numbers
(34,35).

Thus, intervals are the most natural and popular way to
represent the incompleteness and uncertainty not only in
practice but also in theory. In the papers that involve
intervals, the definitions of interval are different and vary
from a crust set, a fuzzy number, a fuzzy interval, a
probabilistic interval, a real number Xo with some
possible error, to a range of a variable.

In search, the heart of any AI engines and systems, we
are interested in intervals not only as a form of
representing incompleteness and uncertainty but also as
tools to organize or control the search in a better way. An
interval is known with only the two bounders and an
interval defined with some additional information should
be treated in different ways. In other words, when the data
is incomplete and the environment is uncertain we should
maximally use all kind of available information.

Therefore, it would be useful to classify intervals based
on the kind and amount of the additional information that
they have. Deriving from various situations of uncertainty
and at different levels of incompleteness, intervals can be
grouped with a fuzzy style as in (29), Given a quantity 
those possible values are expected in some interval [a,b].
Then, this interval [a,b] can be:
¯ Pure intervals (PI), which are known without any

additional information, all we know are the two
bounders a, b, and a < X < b;

¯ Oriented intervals (01), which are known with "a little"
additional information such as the direction: starting
and finishing points and may also including the rate of
how the values of X is changed within [a,b];

¯ Statistical intervals (Sl), which are known with "more"
additional information such as statistical values of X
observed in the past.

¯ Complete intervals (CI), which are known with
"complete" information such as the function or rule by
which X receives its value in the domain [a,b].

3. Available Interval Techniques

According to the surveys in (14,19), interval computation
started in 1924 with a new breath in 1964. In theory, it
should include interval arithmetic and interval comparison.
However the interval comparison branch received attention
from researchers only since 70s to 80s with many
theoretical investigation and analysis. Nonetheless, after
that there is not much results have found on this topic.

We focus on reviewing and examining the interval
comparison techniques as the direct tools for search
control, even though the interval arithmetic may also be
needed in preprocessing the incomplete data, for this
purpose, there are many resources and tools available
online at (12-14,31).

In this section we provide a general survey and an
examination emphasized on the recent obtained results
with fuzzy approach.

3.1 General Survey

With emphasis on the measurement systems that used in
comparing intervals, the works related to interval
comparison can be divided in to groups as the following:

O Use simple estimation (SE) {definite state: less, more
for non-overlapped intervals; indefinite state: for
overlapped intervals] as in [10,11];

Use traditional estimations (TE) { <,=,>} as for
precise numbers with assumption that an interval [a,b]
can be represented by a (pessimistic approach), 
(optimistic approach) or (a+b)/2 (average approach)
[24,17,23];

Use abstract estimation (AE) with words such as
building the set of possible order relations between
pairs of intervals {before, meets, overlaps, starts,
during, finishes, equal} as in [1,6] ;

Use probabilistic estimations (PE), for instance by the
four criteria PD, PSD, ND, and NSD for ranking the
intervals as in [7,8].

n Use some intermediate functions (IF,) f on each
interval with different criteria such as Hurwicz ones
[12,18] and then sort the intervals.

A careful review in (29) showed us that the most
problematic case is when the intervals overlap. Then, any
rigid estimation in TE can not be always true, while
estimations in SE and AE are not sufficient for ranking
intervals of the similar types. The approach by IE sounds
good however sometimes to find an appropriate function f
is even more problematic. Only PE provided adequate
theoretical basis for estimations intervals in general form,
however the comparison schemes with the four fuzzy
relations on the indices (7) were very complex and
therefore are difficult to be applied in practice.
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The roadblock in defining and representing the order of
the overlapping intervals using the traditional estimation
degrees (>,<,=) can be explained by the uncertainty of the
problem. When the intervals overlap such as (3,6) and
(2,8), any traditional statement, for instance XI > X2, can
not be always true, as shown in (28).

3.2 Fuzzy Measurement

In order to overcome this barrier we propose to fight fire
with fire and use a fuzzy flexible measurement: more or
less with degree D, which are uncertain in some sense, to
describe the irregular or inconsistent relationship between
the intervals, instead of the traditional estimation
measurement with only 3 choices {<,=,>}. Thus, we have
X1 >(D) X2 instead of X1 > X2.

This idea was first proposed in [] with 3 comparison
mechanisms for PI. Then one of these methods was
modified, improved, and applied in a planning problem [].
Thus, for PI we have:
¯ In Extended Comparison EC (28) we add three degrees

"precise", "relative", and "probably" to the classical
signs 1<,=,>1.

¯ In Multi-Level Comparison MLC (28) each of the signs
{<,=,>}is extended to n levels and we have, for
instance, X1 >(n) X2 where n is a positive integer.

¯ In Continuous Comparison CC(28) we use the notation
XI >(G) X2, where G is a real number and 0<G<I
when the intervals are overlapped, otherwise G=I or
G=-0.

¯ In Complete Continuous Comparison CCC(25) 
extend the computation of degree G for non-overlapped
cases. Then G measures not the degree of our belief
that XI>X2 but "how much X1 is more than X2".

For SI, we have proposed a specialized Statistic-Oriented
Estimation method based on a pseudo-distribution
measurement (30). We have built three alternative
comparison schemes, correspondingly adapts to the three
from of distribution discovered from the observed statistic
values in the past:
¯ Value-Based Scheme VBS for intervals with chaotic

pseudo-distribution form;
¯ Frequency-Based Scheme FBS for intervals with one-

peak pseudo-distribution form;
¯ Density-Based Scheme DBS for intervals with non-

peak pseudo-distribution form.
For OI, we have built (29) a namely Direction-Oriented-
Comparison - DOC method for pairwise comparison of
monotonic intervals and then have shown how DOC can be
extended to sort the set of OI as well as of multi-oriented
intervals (which can be built from oriented intervals). The
proposed comparison method is based on using the
available additional information such as starting and

finishing points or direction of the intervals to fuzzyfy the
comparison measurement and therefore allows us to give
the estimation more accurate with more details.

4. Interval Comparison for Search Control

In this section we discuss when and how the reviewed
techniques can and should be used.

In order to choose the suitable techniques to a particular
problem it is useful to examine the techniques from the
view of a search engine. That is we will be interested in the
output of the comparison schemes rather than their
organization, which has been investigated in the previous
section. Focusing on the time spent for comparison:
complexity, on how the obtained order reflects the real
order: accuracy, and on the type of the intervals (the object
or the input of a technique), we have examined the
techniques for interval comparison by three characteristics:
complexity, accuracy, and interval types. The summary is
provided in table 1.

Table 1

Techniques Complexity Accuracy Interval
Type

SE 0 I PI,-

TE /// PI,-

AE /// PI,OI,
PE IIIII SI,PI,-
IE (////) CI,PI,-
FE fill SI,OI,PI,

-/ FE: for the techniques based on fuzzy measurement
which have been described in section 3.2

¢" " ( ) " means uncertain because it depends on the kind
and the complexity of the intermediate function.

¢" "-" means the given technique can also be applied for
other kind of intervals but it would not be
recommended because then the other available
information will not be used.

¢" "*" or "/" is an abstract unit, the more "*" the more
complex a technique is; the more "/", the more accurate
the comparison is.

4.1 When ?

From the analysis in table 1 and the knowledge about
comparison mechanisms in section 3, it is obvious the
follows.

When we know only about the two bounders a and b and
nothing else, but we have to rank the intervals with a low
cost, the SE and TE techniques should be used. The
searching time then is short. However we have to be
satisfied with a low accuracy. AE and FE can also be
applied for the given case but they will not be very
efficient. This is usually the case of searching for dynamic
systems.
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When the problems involve real-time systems or
concerning control issues, AE and FE (DOS) should 
used because they use the additional information such as
the direction of intervals, starting and finishing points
(which are available in the given kind of systems) to make
the interval order be more accurate.

When search is carried out with the fixed parameters
and a fixed model (the uncertainty and incompleteness still
can take their place!) and the information about the past
behavior of the systems is available, we should use PE and
FE (VBS,FBS,DBS). While PIE could achieve high
accuracy by an accurate theoretical judgement if the
environment is perfect, FE focus on a practical and flexible
comparison method with consideration about the possible
difference between theory and practice, the time limitation,
and the diversity of the available data.

Finally when the search is for scientific or complex
engineering problem, where at the first look, everything is
defined and known including the utility function by which
a quantity receives its precise value. However because of
the time constraints, we can not calculate the utilities for
all possible variants when the utility function is too
complex. Then we have to estimate the domains of the
outcome utilities of groups of variants. These domain are
the intervals which we have to rank. Here, the IE, FE, and
PE can be used.

4.2 How ?

The next step, after defining the suitable interval
comparison techniques, is to implement and embed them in
a given search procedure. Usually it is easy to embed
because the interval technique just plays the role of a
sorting tool. In order to use the techniques we have two
choices:
I. Learn the algorithm and implement it by ourselve

2. Use the built-in interval engines as the library functions
In the first case, not all but some algorithms are

available in (14). For the second choice, the offers are
much more with numbers of software interval packages for
free at (12,13,31). However most of them are the
implementation of SE and TE. The reason is that the more
accurate interval comparison methods usually have large
running time and different format for input according to
each particular problem. Therefore if we need such kind
of interval ranking engines such as PE, IE, and some of FE
it is better to implement it together with search engine, the
theoretical basis can be obtained in (7,24-30,18).

Summary of when and how to apply interval comparison
techniques is provided in table 2.

Table 2

Problem Techniques Implementation & Sources
CI: PI SE,TE 12,13,31~9
C2: OI AE,FE 1,6,24,25,28-30
C3: SI PE,FE 7, 24,25,28-30
C4: CI IE 18

5. A Scheduling Example with Fuzzy Interval
Comparison

In this section we examine a solution for a scheduling
problem, which use a fuzzy interval comparison
mechanism DE (VBS) to rank the concurrent regions in the
search space. We also implement two other alternative
comparison schemes SE, TE, and compare with FE. The
experimental results show us that FIE provide more
accurate order than the other and therefore increase the
utility of the obtained schedule.

The scheduling problem is stated as the follows:
Given:
¯ N concurrent actions AI,A2,...AN and N is a very large

number.
¯ A set of N utility function FI(t),F2(0,..FN(t) 

define the utility that action Ai takes place at t moment
time is Fi(t).

¯ Data base that contains the values of the utilities of
AI,A2,...Ar~ at different time moments which are
observed in the past.

Question:
Find a scheduler of executing N actions in sequence so that
the total utility is maximum.

Solution

This problem falls to the category C4, Therefore,
according to 4.1 we will apply the given strategy dividing
the search space into regions with utility in intervals as
following:

Suppose we have a time series of N virtual time moments:
TI < "1"2 <...< T~ representing the beginning times for the N
actions AbA2,...AN in the plans. MU[i,j]=Ui(j) is the utility
of action Ai that it takes place at time moment Tj , where
j=I..N. In this matrix MU[N,N], each cell MU[i,j] is the
utility of assigning Ai to Tj and is some interval [a[i,j],b
[i,j]]. With such kind of information we need to find the
best plans with the maximum total utility.

T1 < T2 oo <’IN
Ai Jam,b1.)] [aL2,bl.2] [] [al.N,bl.N ]

A2 [a2.i,b2.1] [a2.2,b2,2] [] [a2,N,b2,N ]
*oo ’’° I ,.°j E} °.. ]

AN [aN.l,bN.l] [aN,2,bN,2] [] [aN,N,bN.N ]

Figure 1. Matrix of Utilities MU

Using the interval arithmetic knowing the form of the
given utilities functions, we can calculate the bound of the
N virtual time moments TI< "1"2 < ...< TN. Suppose they
are: TI=[0, Amax]; T2=[Amin, 2 × Amax]; ...; TN=[(N-I)
x Amin, N x Amax]; where Amin, Amax are the low and
upper bounds of the processing time for an action.
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Then, the scheduling problem becomes as the follows:
Given:
¯ N concurrent actions AI,A2,...A~ and
¯ a time series of N time moments: Ti < "1"2 < ...< "IN
¯ the utility of assigning Ai to Tj is some interval [a[ij],b

[ij]] given in each cell MU[i,j] of the matrix MU[N,N].
Question: Find an assignment of N actions to the time
series (given not as precise number but in intervals) so that
the total utility is maximum.

Now, using interval processing techniques, we can process
the incomplete information given in intervals to control the
search by leading it to the region with the "best" interval.
We choose the FE (VBS) to implement this job.

Simulation and Experimental Results

In order to examine the efficiency of the given interval
technique we implement three methods: Greedy (GD),
Genetic Algorithm (GA), and our FE(VBS).
The criteria for comparing are:
¯ Total utility of the obtained schedules
¯ Scheduling times
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The experimental results in Figures 2,3 show us that FE
(VBS) achieves a schedule with better utility while the
planning time is more than GD but much less than GA.

6. Discussion

In this paper we have briefly reviewed different interval
processing and especially interval comparison techniques.
As shown in the analysis and the scheduling example,
interval comparison techniques can help us not only to
represent the incompleteness and the uncertainty but also
improve the search quality and/or the searching time.

Theoretical judgements and experiments also show us that
the more we can use the other available information
besides the two interval bounders, the better the search
result is. However, it is difficult to represent the additional
information because the information sources are very
different. Another challenge is the time complexity of
analyzing this information. In some cases we have to use a
specialized hardware implementation instead of software to
meet the time constraints (24). Therefore further research
direction is to find the ways to deal with these dares.

Interval computation is growing up with number of
investigations and applications, they are available at (14).
Through this paper we would like to link the interval
computation and especially interval comparison into the
search community as a considerable issue and helpful
techniques for search control under uncertainty and
incomplete information.
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